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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION 

 

It can now be concluded that first, the financial difficulty is faced by Mrs. 

Warren and the little choice is given by society to get the better life for women are the 

reasons motivated her to prostitute herself. Mrs. Warren who confronts the economic 

problem in her family forces her to look for the alternative option to resolve her 

economic problem. In fact, the alternative option she chooses by working as a 

scullery maid and a waitress are unable to cover the finance problem and suffice her 

daily needs because the low wage she receives that is not appropriate of the over 

working she has to do every day. The only way out she finds is by following her 

sister‟s profession as a prostitute. Her sister Lizzie who early becomes a prostitute 

reminds Mrs. Warren that the alternative option she picks is impossible to suffice the 

needs and to keep her well beauty instead of throwing her health and time. Lizzie 

who early works as a prostitute realizes that society gives women little choice to be 

what they want, and does not want Mrs. Warren to live difficult as other women.  

Second, prostitution changes Mrs. Warren‟s life as rich woman and also causes 

she separates with her daughter Vivie forever. Mrs. Warren who lives difficulty 

during her youth is also wants to change her unlucky fate. Prostitution she chooses is 

considered as the way out to cover the economic problem enlaces her. The way of 

earning money through prostitution changes her life immediately. By working as a 
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prostitute, Mrs. Warren is able to buy a luxurious house in Brussels, has some 

brothels and supports her daughter‟s living and education costs. Prostitution also 

causes Mrs. Warren has to separate with her daughter, Vivie, forever since she knows 

that her mother‟s whole way of earning money is through prostitution. From the story 

of Mrs. Warren above, we can conclude that the wrong way of earning money done 

by Mrs. Warren is not always gives her profits, but she has to accepts the 

consequence that not all people want to accept money through the wrong way as done 

by Mrs. Warren to Vivie. 

Third, the issue of prostitution is depicted by the author in the story is a 

representation from the social issue of prostitution during Victorian era. Through the 

character of Mrs. Warren is depicted by Shaw as a lower class woman who is difficult 

to pick the chance for her better life, we learn how the condition of this working class 

woman who get the unfair from the places they work, so that she decides to be a 

prostitute since her low wage not suffice her daily needs. This condition of woman in 

Mrs. Warren’s Profession is a representation the condition of women in Victorian era 

where in the chapter three has discussed that the economic difficulty position as the 

main cause of prostitution in Victorian era. The rise of poverty among working-class 

women is caused by the low wage which is not suffice their needs and other risks 

they must get which influence them to prostitute themselves. The representation issue 

of prostitution through Mrs. Warren’s Profession aims to describe the real condition 

of working-class women during Victorian era who have little choices for her survive 
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so that force them to enter into prostitution. The representation relates with Shaw‟s 

view of prostitution, in Mrs. Warren’s Profession: A Study Guide he states that 

“prostitution in Victorian is not caused by female depravity and male licentiousness, 

but simply by underpaying, undervaluing and overworking women so shamefully that 

the poorest of them are forced to resort to prostitution to keep body and soul 

together” (16).  

Forth, even though prostitution in Mrs. Warren’s Profession is considered as 

the only way out for survive since the low wage and over work she receive is not 

suffice her daily need, Islam forbids human to do sexual intercourse except with 

husband or wife, Islam also forbids us for earning money through the wrong way. 

Renting of body for earning money is not a right way and not suggested in Islam. 

God gives brain to us to able distinguishes the right and wrong. We still have other 

skill to be developed and work based on the skill we have.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




